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Science and commerce advance together and the stem cell field is no exception. With the

promise of cures for conditions as diverse as cancer, autism, neural degeneration, organ

replacement and addiction, long-term preservation of dental stem cells is a growth market.

The discovery nearly twenty years ago, of viable, multipotent, stem cells in dental pulp

from both baby and adult teeth initiated, and drives, this market.The dental stem cell

preservation services, “tooth banks”, focus on the collection of a child’s baby teeth, as they

are shed naturally, and storage of the stem cells from within the pulp for therapeutic use in

later years should the child require them. This review focuses on the procedures related to

these stem cell storage services and may serve as an introduction for many to the practice

of “tooth banking”.
Dentists have been changing lives for hundreds of years - Stem cell collection from bonemarrow, blood, fetalmaterial
removing pain, enabling people to eat normally, returning

faces to their original splendor - but modern dentists are not

only changing lives, they are saving them.

Over the last decade a service once solely the purview of

hospital clinics, is becoming more and more popular in the

dental office. The collection of stem cells for long-term storage

for therapeutic use is a service now provided by dentists. More

accurately, the dentist collects teeth and “tooth banking”

services extract and preserve the stem cells within the pulp

for the future benefit of the patient (Fig. 1).
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and umbilical cords present unique practical and conflicting

ethical challenges [1,2]. However, the discovery of postnatal

stem cell populations in the tooth pulp by Gronthos and Shi

[3,4], around two decades ago, opened up new horizons to stem

cell research and propelled the dental profession further into

the exciting field of regenerative medicine. Post-natal stem

cells are present in pulp from deciduous teeth (baby or milk

teeth) lost - or exfoliated - by all children during the first 6e12

years of development and are also commonly available from

orthodontic extraction of thirdmolars (wisdom teeth) in adults.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of dental stem cell banking process. Teeth lost by exfoliation, avulsion or extraction are

preserved in transport medium, to tooth banking facility. Dental pulp is removed and stem cells are isolated, tested for various

parameters including viability then frozen. Frozen stem cells are finally stored under liquid nitrogen until required by the

donor. At that time, they can be thawed and grown to a therapeutically appropriate number of cells before return to the donor.
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This review will primarily focus on the practical aspects of

“tooth bank” services for storage of dental stem cells.
Therapeutic stem cells

Stem cell populations are comprised of unspecialized cells

with the ability to keep dividing, proliferating and thus

surviving until they receive specific signals. The signals take

the form of molecules secreted by cells at a site of growth,

development, tissue damage or repair, into the blood stream

or surrounding tissue. These chemoattractant messages

cause the stem cells to home in to their source entering the

tissue at that site where further chemical signals direct

them to specialize. During growth or tissue renewal, they

add to the overall tissue development and in tissue damage,

they replace the damaged cells aiding the reparative

process.

Not all stem cells are equal however, designations based on

regenerative capacity define each class into totipotent,

pluripotent and multipotent [5]. Totipotent cells have the po-

tential to recapitulate an entire organism in utero and thus can

differentiate into any cell type. Other stem cells, including

early human embryonic stem cells, are termed “pluripotent”,

meaning they can differentiate into any cell type but cannot

recapitulate an entire living organism by themselves. Multi-

potent stem cells are able to differentiate into more than one

type of cell in the body, for example nerve, muscle, bone,

blood cells, but without the full regenerative capacity of

pluripotent stem cells [6,7]. Generally they specialize within
one family of cells, for example either mesenchymal, neural

or hematopoietic [5]. With such remarkable capacity for

growth and repair, it is little wonder that both medical and

commercial interests have long-standing interest in the po-

tential of stem cells.

The use of bone marrow, containing hematopoietic (blood)

stem cells, is established in cancer treatment and other

therapies [8e10]. However, compatible bone marrow is not

always available. Embryonic stem cell therapy, another well

studied source of these cells, has societal limitations due to

ethical objections to the use of embryonic stem cells and has

resulted in a divide that in the USA alone runs from allowing

active research through to outright bans, depending on the

state [11]. This picture is broadly reflected worldwide; from

controlled access to complete prohibition.

One of the most exciting developments in recent stem cell

science, following decades of embryonic stem cell research

has been the demonstration of fully differentiated cells

induced to de-differentiate then re-differentiate along a new

lineage. These cells are termed induced Pluripotent StemCells

(iPSC) and were the subject of the 2012 Nobel Prize for Physi-

ology or Medicine awarded to Shinya Yamanaka and John

Gurdon who showed that iPSC regain many aspects of stem-

ness [12,13]. This opened the door wide to future stem cell

therapy however at this time inducible stem cells are still in

clinical development and while clinical trials are underway in

Japan it may be far longer before wider international iPSC

treatments are available [14].

It is little wonder then that a comparatively new source of

stem cells, the dental pulp - a readily available, relatively non-
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invasive source of autologous (an individual's own) stem cells -

has created such interest. Since their initial identification

nineteen years ago, there remains much to learn about dental

stem cell biology and the regenerative capacity of these cells.

Many excellent reviews exist describing the multi-faceted

biology of dental stem cells in tissue engineering [15,16]. How-

ever little has been published recently about the process of

dental stem cell banking, the remainder of this review exam-

ines some of the practical aspects of dental stem cell banking.
Fig. 2 Dental tissue sources for therapeutically relevant stem

cells. Cells are found primarily in the dental pulp of

deciduous or adult teeth, the surrounding connective tissue

and the alveolar bone although other oral sites also contain

stem cell populations. SHED, Stem Cells from Human

Deciduous Teeth; DPSC, Dental Pulp Stem Cells; SCAP, Stem

Cells from the Apical Papilla; PDLSC, Periodontal Ligament

Stem Cells; ABSC, Alveolar Bone Stem Cells; TGPC, Tooth

Germ Progenitor Cells; DFSC, Dental Follicle Stem Cells.
What do the public know about dental stem
cells?

A broad search using the terms “tooth” and “stem cell” returns

results dominated by companies and dental offices offering to

collect extracted teeth and preserve the dental pulp stem cells

within.Many of theseweb sites list as possibly benefiting from

dental stem cell therapy pathologies as sweeping as diabetes,

heart attack, cancer, autism, drug addictions and aging. Yet

the research quoted in relation to these lists invariably cite

either clinical trials for non-dental mesenchymal stem cells or

pre-clinical studies for dental-derived stem cells. It is unclear

whether this important difference is plain to even informed -

but non-specialist - members of the public. In fact, there is

abundant in vitro and in vivo evidence that dental pulp cells do

have a high potential for therapeutic benefit but the clinical

evidence, critical to the benefits implied by tooth banks, is

sparse [17]. And while it is beyond the scope of this review to

recount the large body of pre-clinical work relating to dental

stem cell biology a brief description of the sources and func-

tion of dental stem cells will help to explain the rise of com-

mercial tooth banking or more accurately, long term storage

of stem cells from baby and adult teeth.
Oral tissue sources of stem cells

A number of oral tissues have yielded discrete populations of

stem cells (Fig. 2). The dental pulp of both adult dental pulp

stem cells (DPSC) and Stem cells from human exfoliated de-

ciduous (SHED) teeth (baby teeth) comprise the most studied

populations andwith periodontal ligament stem cells (PDLSC),

alveolar bone stem cells (ABSC), stem cells from the apical

papilla (SCAP) derive from tissue in and around the tooth itself

(Fig. 2). Tooth germ progenitor cells (TGPC), and dental follicle

stem cells (DFSC) present in the tooth bud are stem cells that

contribute to the developing tooth and so are not readily

accessible for therapeutic use. Associated oral tissue such as

epithelium, gingiva (gums) and salivary gland also house

unique populations of stem cells. Clearly, however, the least

invasive source of dental stem cells are those released natu-

rally as part of development - SHEDwhich are contained in the

pulp of deciduous baby teeth.

SHED and DPSC

Tooth banking services focus on SHED and DPSC but are they

appropriately functional stem cells? Gene expression and

proteomic analyses show that DPSC broadly expressmuch the
same genes as the bone marrow stem cells [4,18]. Both cell

types reside in perviscular niches, ready to migrate to the site

of need within the local tissue [19]. One of the functional dif-

ferences they display is an increased proliferative capacity for

DPSC compared to bone marrow stem cells [20,21]. Indeed,

repeated studies have noted that SHED have even greater

proliferative properties than DPSC and may have a greater

propensity for survival than their adult counterparts

[20,22,23]. This property is significant when considering the

small numbers of stem cells available within the confines of a

tooth pulp. One of the primary services provided by dental

stem cell banking companies is the expansion of the few cells

isolated from the pulp to a number that could be therapeuti-

cally useful.

However, it seems that other than a higher rate of prolif-

eration and survival there is little functional difference be-

tween DPSC and SHED. Although protein analyses have

shown some very specific differences in protein expression

the capacity for either DPSC, SHED or SCAP - also pulp-derived

cells - their ability to differentiate into specialized tissue

seems quite similar [24e27]. They have the capacity to become

cells of both soft and hard tooth tissue recapitulating dental

pulp including endothelial cells and dentin secreting odonto-

blasts both critical to regenerating the integrity of a damaged

tooth [27e29].

SHED and DPSC appear to have a greater propensity to

differentiate into neural cells compared to bone marrow cells

[21,26]. Unlike other mesenchymal stem cells, it appears clear

now that dental pulp stem cells are derived from neural-crest

tissue, and that neural cells such as Schwann cells and their

precursors, have the capacity to migrate into the pulp cham-

ber and become pulp stem cells able to produce dentin matrix

material [30]. In turn, isolated dental pulp cells - and other

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bj.2020.02.003
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Table 1 Tooth banking services examined in this review.

Dental Stem Cell Banking Service Primary Company Collection by (per web site) Web Page

BioEden USA patient or dentist https://www.bioeden.com/us/

Dentcell Mexico patient or dentist https://dentcell.com.mx/

Future Health Biobank UK patient https://futurehealthbiobank.com/

Mothercell India dentist https://www.mothercell.com

National Dental Pulp Laboratory USA dentist https://ndpl.net/

Oothy USA patient or dentist https://www.oothy.com/

ReeLabs India unspecified https://reelabs.com

Stemade India dentist http://www.stemade.com

Stemodontics USA dentist https://stemodontics.com/

Stem Protect UK patient https://www.stemprotect.co.uk/

Stem Save USA dentist https://www.stemsave.com

Store-A-Tooth/Provia Labs USA dentist http://www.store-a-tooth.com/

Store Your Cells India dentist https://www.storeyourcells.com

Tooth Bank/Cryopoint USA patient or dentist https://www.toothbank.com/
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neural crest-derived dental stem cells such as PDLSCs, DFSCs

and gingiva-derived stem cells - can become functional neu-

rons with SHED again having a greater capacity to do so than

DPSC [23,31e33]. In vivo studies have demonstrated that

implanted SHED can regenerate functional neurons, which is

an exciting clinical prospect if successfully translated [34e36].

Therefore, under experimental conditions SHED and DPSC

are able to reconstitute human tissue in general and more

complex dental tissues - such as pulp - specifically. Dental

stem cells in vivo seem to repair damaged tissue in a variety of

ways that include direct cell replacement and also release of

cytokines and chemokines mediating immunomodulation,

vascular remodeling by angiogenesis, synaptogenesis and

apoptosis in target tissue [37]. In addition to tissue repair,

these secreted mediators may allow local stem cells to exert

an immunomodulatory influence on tissue response to oral

pathogens in the progression of oral diseases such as peri-

odontitis [38,39]. Recently demonstrated, dental stem cells

also secrete nanoscale extracellular vesicles that may

contribute to their therapeutic functions [39,40]. These vesi-

cles carry specifically packaged proteins, lipids and small RNA

species and are taken up by, and capable of reprogramming,

target cells. Yet, while stem cells from early tooth buds can

generate entirely new teeth, and while dental stem cells may

remediate specific lesions, growing any other replacement

organs from these accessible dental pulp stem cellsmay yet be

just out of reach [41,42].
Carious teeth as a source for banked stem cells

A proportion of deciduous teeth extracted are carious and so

are bacterially infected; tooth-banking companies are divided

over acceptance of diseased teeth. The scientific literature is

similarly split. Werle et al. demonstrated that stem cells

extracted from both carious and healthy deciduous teeth

demonstrated equivalent capacity for tissue differentiation

[43]. In similar manner, Tsai et al. compared the efficiency of

stem cell recovery from deciduous teeth in the absence or

presence of caries of increasing levels of disease severity [44].

They also concluded that stem cells could be isolated from

carious teeth but with numbers in inverse correlation to the

clinical severity of the caries. A greater than four-fold
difference in successful stem cell isolation from healthy

versus carious teeth was demonstrated. In contrast, Werle

et al. noted only a 10% difference in successful stem cell

isolation from carious versus healthy teeth. Studies of adult

stem cells from healthy teeth and post-caries teeth with

inflamed pulps confirmed that cell recovery was lower in the

diseased teeth but that both sources of stem cells retained

similar differentiation capacities [45,46]. Notably, Tsai et al.

reported an increase in both inflammatory mediator expres-

sion and of innate immune system molecules in stem cells

from the diseased teeth compared to healthy. It is unclear how

those differences may influence the long-term use of SHED or

DPSC banked for regenerative purposes but it is reasonable to

be cautious at the very least. The questions surrounding

carious teeth clearly highlight the paucity of information

regarding teeth as a source of banked stem cells.
Tooth banking: the process

Although stem cell banks collecting bone marrow and

placental cord blood have been in operation for decades,

banks specializing in stem cells isolated from teeth are rela-

tively new in comparison. In North America, India and the

United Kingdom in particular, dental stem cell banks are

expanding in number. An English language internet search of

the first 100 hits for “tooth þ stem þ cell þ bank” recovered 15

separate tooth-banking services (Table 1). While this is not an

exhaustive search, and other tooth banks function locally,

many of these companies, the USA-based ones in particular,

extend their banking facilities continentally and globally. It is

worth noting that one of the first tooth banks looking at stem

cell recovery, not listed in the search, was started in Hir-

oshima University, Japan as early as 2004 [47]. Cell banks

accepting placental cord blood and other sources of stem cells

existed well before then and some of these accept teeth for

recovery of dental pulp stem cells.

The following discussionwill examine the procedures used

by some specific tooth banking services however; no specific

positive or negative opinion towards any individual dental

stem cell banking service is intended or implied in this review.

https://www.bioeden.com/us/
https://dentcell.com.mx/
https://futurehealthbiobank.com/
https://www.mothercell.com
https://ndpl.net/
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Collection

Many collection protocols for dental stem cell banks are

similar yet there are some notable and important differ-

ences in both sample requirements and sample processing.

The majority of services recommend that a dentist extract

the deciduous tooth as soon as it is loose. In contrast, Bio-

Eden (www.Bioeden.com) claim to use a process for collec-

tion and transport optimized for naturally exfoliated teeth

(Table 1). Indeed their transport medium for the tooth is

pasteurized cow milk, an interesting choice discussed

further below. For the other services accepting teeth from

home extractions the requirement that the tooth have an

existing blood supply - evidenced by post removal bleeding -

is common tomost. For all the Indian tooth banks and five of

the US tooth banks extraction by a dental professional is

required.

Professional extraction shortens the time the tooth is out of

physiological conditions likely to preserve the pulp tissue.

While there is modest literature on the preservation of whole

teeth specifically for banking stem cells, there is a long history

of avulsed tooth preservation, that is, preservation of teeth

lost to physical trauma for re-implantation [48]. The require-

ment for overall survival of healthy tissue makes avulsed

tooth data a useful guide for survival of the entire tooth tissue,

including pulp. Long-term success rates for re-implantation of

avulsed teeth range from around 20% to above 90% depending

on how the tooth was handled and how the patient was

treated post implant [49,50]. However, the readiness of an

otherwise healthy tooth for extraction and the manner in

which it is extracted are not the primary factors concerning

tooth-banking services. Once a tooth has been extracted or

exfoliated, storage for transport has the biggest impact on

living pulp, and therefore stem cell survival.

Transport

A number of studies have evaluated different media for suc-

cessful preservation of live teeth although many are ex vivo

models and have looked at the specific survival of periodontal

ligament cells after tooth storage in the media. Of the tooth

banking services that describe the transport medium,

balanced salt solutions such as phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) or hanks buffered saline solution (HBSS) predominate

with mention of undefined nutrients. As mentioned above,

BioEden calls for the use of bovine milk as the transport me-

dium. Avulsed teeth are often recommended to be brought to

the dentist in milk or even held in the mouth with saliva

acting as the carrier [51]. In the short term, tissue drying is the

greatest enemy to successful tooth recovery and the same is

likely true for stem cell recovery from banked teeth. Times

varying from overnight up to 48 h are presented as maximum

transport times from tooth extraction to receipt by the

banking facility. Yet simply keeping the tooth hydrated, in

water for example, is insufficient to that purpose instead an

isotonic fluid mimicking physiological conditions is required

[52,53].

Bovinemilkmeets a number of practical standards that are

absent from many other media [54]. It is biocompatible, has

neutral pH and is naturally buffered but most critically, dental
tissue demonstrably survives in it and teeth can be success-

fully re-implanted if milk is used as a carrier [52,55,56].

Importantly, it is commonly available. This is more important

for the unplanned loss of teeth by avulsion but still also,

perhaps to a lesser extent, for exfoliated teethwhere the tooth

is shed at home, school or anywhere other than the dental

clinic. Bovine milk is still the most widely recommended

preservation media for avulsed tooth storage during transport

to the dentist [57]. Other biological media investigated for

tooth preservation include propolis (a honeybee natural

product), soymilk, almond milk, pomegranate and other fruit

juices, chicken egg white, coconut water, green tea extract,

Gatorade sports drink and the Brazilian plant extract Dragon

Blood Croton Lechleri sap [58e63]. For the most part and with

the possible exception of Gatorade, these non-defined media

have proven viable as tooth tissue preservation vehicles yet

none standing out as consistently better than milk.

Closely following bovine milk in frequency of recommen-

dation is HBSS, which is commonly used for tissue and cell

preservation and maintenance under in vitro experimental

conditions [57]. Notably, HBSS is themedium contained in the

tooth preservation kit, Save-a-Tooth™ the kit officially used

by the tooth bank Store-A-Tooth [57,64]. The main apparent

benefit of HBSS, and similar saline solutions is that they are of

a defined and consistent formulation, unlike milk [56]. For

tooth banks requiring the use of their proprietary collection

media kits and preferred or required extraction by a dentist it

is thismatter of consistency that drives the tooth preservation

process.

Stem cell isolation and preparation

Successfully obtaining viable cells is the critical step in this

process although most tooth banks do not publicize their

proprietary isolation processes. Stem cells are generally

extracted from the pulp by mechanical and enzymatic prep-

aration of single cell populations or alternatively by tissue

outgrowth - where cells are allowed to naturally migrate from

the extracted pulp onto plastic culture surfaces (Fig. 3). In early

studies on the isolation and characterization of dental pulp

stem cells, Songtao Shi and Stan Gronthos enzymatically

digested the pulp tissue with collagenase type 1 and dispase -

to free cells from the extracellular matrix - then they passed

them through a 70 mm sieve. Single cells were able to grow in

culture thereafter [3]. This recovery protocol is still used

essentially unchanged two decades later [65,66]. Given the

rapidity of this process, 24e48 h from start to finish, this

protocol of is likely employed with minor variation by most of

the tooth banks. The primary alternative method reported

commonly in the literature, tissue outgrowth, is a simpler yet

lengthier protocol where the pulp tissue is macerated and

then placed in a culture vessel in balanced salt solution with

appropriate nutrients tomaintain stemness. The cellsmigrate

out from the tissue and establish colonies on the plastic cul-

ture surface [44,67]. In both cases, the population of cells

surviving in culture is greatly enriched in stem cells following

two or three rounds of subculture.

However, the presence of stem cells needs to be tested and

the tooth banks detailing their processes mention both

viability testing - testing the cell population for number of

http://www.Bioeden.com
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Fig. 3. Summary of dental pulp stem cell isolation processes. Stem cells are routinely collected from pulp tissue, by tissue

outgrowth (left) or enzymatic digestion (right). In both cases, the resulting populations are tested for viability, contamination

and often the presence of stem cell markers using flow cytometry. Viable cells are then cryopreserved.
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living versus dead cells - and flow cytometry (Store-a-Tooth).

Flow cytometry is a common analytical technique requiring

only a few thousand cells out of the entire sample [68]. This is

critical as pulp tissue volumes vary between incisors and

molars but are consistently small in deciduous teeth. Cells can

be simultaneously labelled by fluorescent molecular probes or

antibodies, which could include markers for viability and also

stem cell-specific markers. All tooth-banking services test cell

viability but stem cell marker testing may not be performed

unless explicitly noted. The reason for this is possibly that

excessive handling of the pulp-derived cells in the early stages

of isolation could result in loss of stemness or viability [69]. At

least one company, The National Dental Pulp Laboratory tooth

bank, state that they adhere to the US Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) non-binding regulatory guidance on

minimal handling of cell and tissue based products for ho-

mologous use. Homologous use refers to use of collected tis-

sue for the same purpose that tissue would have served in the
system from which it was extracted. For extracted cells this

means, in the words of the FDA, “… processing that does not

alter the relevant biological characteristics of cells or tissues.“.

Cryopreservation

Once viable cells or pulp tissue have been isolated they must

be successfully frozen and stored. Cells are suspended in a

preservation medium, possibly containing growth factors and

a cryoprotectant, commonly dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

which inhibits the growth of ice crystals that may disrupt the

cell membrane and so reduce overall viability. They are

transferred to specialized cryo-vials generally constructed

from high-density polypropylene then the samples are frozen

and placed in low temperature storage containers filled with

liquid nitrogen.

The freezing process and storage, when reported by the

banking service, is similar to standard procedures common to

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bj.2020.02.003
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research laboratories. It comprises a slow or staged freezing

process followed by long term storage in the presence of liquid

nitrogen which maintains the samples below �195.8 �C/-
320.5 �F. There is a significant body of literature looking at the

cryogenic preservation of dental tissue from initial studies

simply demonstrating that DPSC can be frozen and success-

fully recovered, to comparison of cryogenically frozen whole

pulp tissue and isolated DPSC/SHED, and to technological

improvements for the freezing process [47,70e73].

Themajority of tooth banks store isolated, viable stem cells

but at least one, Store-A-Tooth, mentions the preservation of

at least some of the original pulp material along with the

isolated cells. Although whole tooth storage for future recov-

ery of stem cells has proven technically possible, the effi-

ciency of stem cell recovery is highly variable and it is not in

general use by commercial banking services [73e76]. Preser-

vation of extracted, intact pulp tissue likewise is not offered by

banking services but it is comparable, post-cryopreservation,

to fresh pulp for recovery of stem cells [69,76,77]. Indeed

both in vitro and in vivo functions are maintained if stem cells

are recovered from frozen pulp tissue [69,73,77]. However,

from a commercial perspective it seems desirable to be able to

reassure a paying client that viable stem cells are definitely

being preserved. This is likely the reason that most banking

services isolate cells and, at a minimum, verify cell viability

and lack of contamination or test for the presence of stem cell

markers. Interestingly, Lizier et al. developed a protocol for

greatly scaling up the numbers of extracted stem cells from

pulp tissue prior to freezing in which the same piece of pulp

tissue is transferred from culture plate to culture plate seeding

each of them in turn with stem cells over a number of days

[78]. Under these conditions, cells maintained stemness

throughout the process suggesting that dental stem cells and

pulp tissue are relatively resistant to handling and manipu-

lation if done carefully. Notably, this group demonstrated that

these Immature Dental Pulp Stem Cells (IDPSC) are a stem

population distinct from SHED or DPSC gathered from equiv-

alent pulps [79].

Gradual, staged freezing at -1 �C per minute is a standard

both in experimental cell culture and also for cell banks.

Digital freezers allow the gradual and controlled reduction in

temperature and once frozen the cells are transferred to a

dewar containing liquid nitrogen for long-term storage. That

said, both Woods et al. and Kumar et al. demonstrated that

both gradual yet uncontrolled freezing and long term storage

at higher temperatures of �80 �C had no detrimental effect on

DPSCs compared to controlled freezing and storage under

liquid nitrogen suggesting again that dental stem cells are

remarkably robust [69,80]. At the other extreme vitrification,

instant freezing, results in optimal recovery of embryonic

stem cells although some evidence suggests that rapid

freezing is not optimal for dental stem cells [75,81]. In addi-

tion, the application of magnetic fields during the freezing has

been shown to increase the viability of frozen cells. Freezing

causes ice-crystal formation and a combination of rapid

dehydration, excessive osmotic and physical disruption of the

plasmamembrane by the crystals can occur [82]. Importantly,

application of magnetic fields allow reduction in the concen-

tration of cryoprotective - yet cytotoxic - DMSO in the cry-

opreservative medium towards a higher cell recovery on
thawing [75,83]. A fuller discussion of the technical aspects of

stem cell cryopreservation and the selection of cryoprotective

agent is available in two excellent reviews [84,85].
The cost of banking

Although the technical aspects of the banking process must

concern a potential patient or their parent, there is generally

insufficient, information available from the public face of the

tooth banks to allow members of the public to differentiate

between services. Their decision will likely be strongly influ-

enced by both local availability and the commercial or rather,

financial differences between banking facilities. Notably,

health insurance plans in the USA do not currently cover long-

term stem cell preservation and it is not a standard service in

most countries with national health services. As prices are

subject to change and as there are multiple types of plan

available, a direct cost comparison may be meaningless,

however as a guide the initial processing can cost in the range

of $500 - $2000 (US dollars) and annual maintenance from $99

- $264. Some services offer a flat rate of around $2000 - $3000

for a 20-year plan with no annual maintenance costs. Indeed

this is the sole offering from Oothy, with the idea that stem

cell preservation from deciduous teeth is intended as a long-

term therapeutic investment. So basing a choice of service

on the overt cost is clearly a complicated and daunting pros-

pect and it still does not take into account the exact services

offered by each tooth bank. For example, NDPL, Oothy, and

Stem-Save will accept multiple teeth at the same time

whereas BioEden and Tooth Bank have no extra charge for

processing teeth until successful stem cell isolation is ach-

ieved. Some services offer a refund if the entire process is

unsuccessful and some offer credit for future teeth. Accredi-

tation and security are other incalculable factors and while

each facility assures security for the cryopreservation facil-

ities, liquid nitrogen storage and patient confidentiality it

would be impractical for an individual consumer to make a

comparison based on those parameters. Ultimately, it is a

reasonable likelihood that dentists or other parents will

introduce new consumers to the concept of dental stem cell

banking and will likely recommend their own affiliated

banking services, and that this will be the strongest influence

on any such decision.
Conclusion

Given the rate of technical innovation over the last century, it

is impossible to predict the medical advances over the life

span of a child with dental stem cells stored right now. So, are

the costs of banking stem cells warranted and reasonable,

based on current knowledge? If money is no object then the

answer is likely yes. However, it is quite possible that medical

genomics, biotechnology, nanotechnology, DNA editing and

even traditional pharmaceutical sciences will successfully

answer therapeutic questions that we might think to address

with stem cells at this time. It is clear that hematopoietic,

bonemarrow and cord blood stem cells already provide viable

solutions to some medical challenges. Moreover, dental stem

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bj.2020.02.003
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bj.2020.02.003
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cells, a source more readily available than those others also

demonstrate exciting functionality in vivo and in vitro. The

potential of dental stem cells is unquestionable butmuchmore

needs to be understood about these cells towards their prac-

tical, therapeutic use. Ultimately, it will be the patient or

parent who will decide the fate of stem cell banking as an

enterprise; yet cost and the Tooth Fairy aside there can be

little reason not to bank dental stem cells.
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